D A V E Mason and Denise Woit are responsible for some of the core ideas that made this work possible. We spent some fine time at University College Galway (UCG) putting the initial theory together. Zheng Tu, Milan Andric, Ben Buford, John Christmann, Alex Corrado, Paul Draghicescu, Michael Plump, and Devon Gleeson (in that chronological order) worked on the prototype tools and early experiments. They all taught themselves Perl and Linux, and they worked long and hard (well, most of them did), I hope because it was fun. Their code, however often I look at it carefully to understand or change it, never ceases to astonish me.

The US National Science Foundation and Science Foundation Ireland provided substantial support for the work. UCG (now the National University of Ireland, Galway, NUIG) Math Department provided me space to work for several years, including a year as a Fulbright fellow. When strings needed to be pulled at NUIG, Ted Hurley pulled them.

A series of meetings on computer-based software engineering (CBSE, first as an ICSE Workshop, now an independent conference) provided a forum for early discussions of these ideas. Two informal meetings organized by K.-K. Lau at Manchester were even more productive. James Bach volunteered to read a draft, with an eye to making the work accessible to a practical audience; alas, I mostly failed to use his advice.

My wife, Corinne McWilliams, mostly smiled bravely and was generously supportive when the vagaries of research and software tool development possessed me.
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